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Advanced exploration and  
mining functionality
Reflecting on the application’s sophisticated functionality, Miller 
adds “Because of Micromine’s modular nature, we are able to select, 
on a site by site basis, the functionality we require. This flexibility is 
essential for any international mine operation with a wide geographic 
network. Functionality that is suitable for one site may not be relevant 
to another site’s needs. The ability to tailor Micromine to a site’s 
specific requirements is a major benefit and facilitates significant  
cost savings.”

“The most commonly used Micromine modules specific to exploration 
across our international sites are Exploration and Wireframing.”

Micromine’s Exploration module provides the analytical and modelling 
tools needed in advanced exploration projects. Exploration provides 
Paladin the ability to visualise, interpret and model advanced project 
data using additional Vizex displays like pie charts, oriented drillhole 
structures and drillhole solids. 

Through the Exploration module drillhole data can be combined, 
simplified or redistributed using compositing methods such as 
downhole, grade, interval and geology, which are essential for 
resource estimation. Statistical and geostatistical options facilitate 
analysis of advanced exploration data. Advanced surface modelling, 
such as geochemical contours, may be performed using grid tools; 
digital terrain modelling tools are used to model surfaces, such as 
topography or pit shells.

In addition to Paladin’s extensive use of Micromine’s Exploration 
module, the company also relies heavily on the solution’s Wireframing 
functionality. Micromine’s Wireframing module provides the tools for 
building, managing and analysing the 3D solids and 3D surfaces used 
for advanced exploration, geological modelling, resource estimation 
and mining. 

Miller adds “When Paladin first began using Micromine almost twenty 
years ago we were a small start-up exploration company. Over the 
years Paladin’s interests and holdings have grown substantially, and 
the company is now a major exploration and mining company.  
Due to our high regard of Micromine we have extended our use of  
the application to include its mining functionalities.”

“Paladin has two African sites in production, the Langer Heinrich mine 
and the Kayelekera Mine. Micromine’s Mining, Pit Optimisation and 

Micromine’s mining modules are utilised by Paladin’s open pit Langer 
Heinrich mine to facilitate onsite efficiencies.

Paladin is a uranium production company with projects in Australia and Canada, and two operating mines in Africa with a 
strategy to become a major uranium mining house. Paladin is listed on the Australian Securities Exchange, Toronto Stock 
Exchange and Namibian Stock Exchange under the symbol PDN. The Company also trades on the Munich, Berlin, Stuttgart,  
and Frankfurt Exchanges under the symbol PUR.

Paladin has a longstanding and positive relationship with MICROMINE, 
and has utilised the company’s leading exploration and mine design 
solution, Micromine, since 1993. The solution was initially introduced 
due to its intuitive nature and advanced exploration capabilities. Over 
the years Micromine has become an integral part of the company’s 
exploration activities, and is becoming increasingly utilised as a mining 
tool as Paladin’s African sites move further into production.

Commenting on the company’s extensive use of Micromine, Tony 
Miller, Paladin’s Technical Services Coordinator, says, “Micromine is 
utilised as an exploration and mining tool throughout the company’s 
sites in Australia, Canada and Africa. Most significantly, Micromine’s 
mining modules are utilised by Paladin’s two flagship projects, the 
Langer Heinrich mine in Namibia and the Kayelekera Mine in Malawi, 
Africa, where we rely on Micromine to facilitate onsite efficiencies.”

“As an intuitive solution with logical functionality, it is easy for new 
staff to learn how to utilise the application. It is also quick and easy for 
existing long-time users of the software to learn how to utilise newly 
released and enhanced functionalities. Paladin staff find Micromine 
both practical and enjoyable to use.”

“Micromine’s ultimate strength lies in its incredibly intuitive 

nature and ease-of-use, allowing maximum individual 

productivity levels. For example, it is easy and quick to import 

data into Micromine and for exploration geologists to produce 

plans and sections, activities that can be incredibly time 

consuming using other software solutions.”
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Outcomes
“Over the past twenty years, MICROMINE has provided Paladin 
outstanding software solutions and services. I wouldn’t hesitate 
recommending the company’s exploration and mine design solution, 
Micromine, to other operations wanting to enhance their productivity.”

“Through Paladin’s positive relationship with MICROMINE and our 
continued work as part of the Micromine Beta Tester Programme,  
we have been able to achieve significant results. The Development 

Team has responded to all identified issues and has improved  
our work capacity.”

“Due to the development of Micromine’s large data handling 
capabilities, we can now rotate data and instantly look at it. Recent 
Micromine developments have also assisted in the visualisation and 
interpretation of data.”

“Paladin has historically been an exploration focused group, and 
now that we have moved into production we are excited to be 
utilising Micromine’s mining functionalities. Micromine’s flexibility 
has allowed the solution to evolve with our growing business 
requirements.”

“Based on the success of our relationship with MICROMINE and 
its leading exploration and mine design solution, Micromine, 
Paladin is exploring other Micromine software modules that can 
be incorporated within the operation. Specifically, I am currently 
investigating Micromine 2013’s new Implicit Modelling module,” 
Miller concludes.

Surveying modules are utilised at both open pit uranium operations  
in varying capacities.”

Micromine’s Mining module provides Paladin the necessary tools for 
open pit mining and assists with the development of pits as well as 
grade control.

“We utilise the Pit Optimisation module to determine the most 
profitable open pit given a mineral resource and a set of economic 
and metallurgical parameters.”

Pit Optimisation provides an analysis of stockpiles and costs over time. 
In keeping with Micromine’s intuitive nature, the Pit Optimisation 
module is logical, quick, and easy to use while at the same time very 
powerful and capable of handling large models.

The final mining module utilised by Paladin’s surveyors is Surveying, 
which provides DTM tools for modelling surfaces such as pit designs 
or waste dumps, and enables calculations such as area and cut/fill 
volumes.

“As a fundamental geology tool and intuitive and easy-to-

use solution, Micromine has assisted Paladin to introduce 

efficiencies throughout its international operations located 
in Canada, Australia and Africa. Paladin relies on Micromine’s 

exploration and mining modules to ensure efficient and 
accurate activities.”

Beta tester success
To ensure MICROMINE’s software solutions continue to lead the 
market in terms of functionality, the company has implemented an 
extensive Beta Testing Programme designed to guarantee the success 
of new releases and client satisfaction.

Paladin has been involved with the Micromine Beta Testing 
Programme for the past six years. During this time major Micromine 
product development has been undertaken based on the company’s 
suggestions and feedback. 

“One challenge addressed by MICROMINE was how we could more 
effectively manage very large datasets. As a uranium operation we 
predominantly use downhole geophysical data which is captured at 
every five centimetres. On a particular project we could not display 
downhole gamma data and downhole restivity data. MICROMINE 
responded to this by adding an option to define the level of detail in 
the Vizex display, helping to resolve the problem.”

“Also, due to the most recent collaboration between Paladin and 
MICROMINE’s development team the latest version of Micromine, 

Micromine 2013, has dramatically improved the display of GIS data 
by removing limitations related to the number of entries specified in 
colour and hatch sets.”

“MICROMINE’s technical experts are readily available to answer 
any questions that we have about Micromine and its usage, and are 
always very responsive to the needs of Beta Testers.”

Miller explains “Our involvement with the Micromine Beta 
Testing Programme has benefited Paladin significantly. 
MICROMINE’s developers have always responded to our 
suggestions very positively and have acted on a number of 
issues that we’ve encountered over the years which have 
resulted in very positive outcomes in the software. By working 
with MICROMINE, we have been able to help tailor the 
solution to better meet our needs and positively impact work 
processes.”


